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1. INTRODUCTION 
For determined linear systems it is well known that “stability” is equivalent 
to the “boundedness” of a fundamental matrix solution. This paper will 
prove an analogous theorem for the mean stability of linear systems with 
random coefficients. 
In the literature we find two basically different definitions of mean stability. 
We will denote them by mean, and meana. Roughly these are defined as 
follows: A linear system with random coefficients is said to be mean1 stable, 
if every solution which is initially small in the mean, remains small in the 
mean. It is said to be means stable, if every solution which is initially small 
almost surely, remains small in the mean. Mean, stability seems to be the 
more natural definition; and since it is also the stronger of the two, one would 
naturally like to prove theorems with this type of stability. However, in the 
literature we find that all theorems relating to mean1 stability require the 
system’s coefficient matrix to be bounded almost surely or that the eigen- 
values have real parts almost surely less than zero or both (see, for example, 
[l-3]). As a consequence of these restrictions the theorems do not hold in 
many important cases (for example, if the coefficient matrix has two inde- 
pendent, normally distributed components). On the other hand, sufficient 
conditions for the weaker means stability are generally less restrictive. Thus 
they are satisfied by a wider range of problems. 
As a corollary to the theorem of this paper we shall see that the restrictive 
conditions mentioned above are “almost necessary” conditions. More speci- 
fically we shall show that if a linear system with random coefficients is mean1 
stable then its homogeneous part has a fundamental matrix solution Y(t, W) 
which is essentially bounded with respect to w uniformly in t. 
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However, it is not necessary to go to as weak a definition as means stability 
to gain a wider range of application. In fact our theorems will indicate that 
there is considerable middle ground. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper (52, Z, P) will denote a probability triple with 
expectation operator E. If x is in R” then j x 1 denotes its Euclidean norm, 
1 x 1 = (&~)1’~. If A is a matrix in R” x R@ then j A 1 = sup s=l j Ax ! . 
For a random vector x : Q -+ Rn (or a random matrix X : 52 -+ R” x R”) 
/I x ]lP will denote that LS norm defined by: ]I x [I, = (E / x Ip)rlg, and I] x jlrn 
is defined to be the essential supremum of 1 x j . 
We shall be considered with the system: 
3i = A(t, CO) x + b(t, w) (1) 
where A : [to, co) x Q -+ RN x Rn and b : [to, co) x $2 -+ IIn. In order to 
assure the existence of a solution we shall assume that A and b are product 
measurable on [to , co) x Q and that 11 A(t, a)lir is Lesbesgue integrable on 
any finite interval (see [4]). We shall say that a solution xr(t, w) of (1) is 
L(p, Q) stable, p >, q, if given any E > 0 there exists a 8(e) > 0 such that any 
solution x(t, 60) of (1) f or which ]I ~(t, , *) - ~i(t, , *)&, < S(E) satisfies: 
II x(t, -1 - 44 *II, < E for t > t* . 
Notice that L(1, 1) stability is exactly the strong mean1 stability mentioned 
earlier, while as p approaches CO, L(p, 1) stability becomes increasingly 
weaker, approaching means (L(cq 1)) stability in the limit. 
The solution q(t, LO) is said to be asymptoticdy L(p, q) stable if it is L(p, 4) 
stable and if for any solution x(t, UJ) for which jl x(to , *) - x1(&, *)I\, < co 
satisfies 
lim II x(t, *) - xi(t, *)\I, = 0. 
The solution xl(t, W) is said to be uni$ormZy L(p, q) stable if it isL(p, Q) stable 
and if for each E > 0 there exists a 8(e) > 0 such that any solution x(t, w) of 
(1) which satisfies the inequality II x(tl , *) - xl(t, , *)lj, < S(E) for some 
tl > to satisfies 11 x(t, *) - xi(t, +)[I, < E for all t > t, . 
The solution xl(t, w) is said to be uniformly u~mp~oticaEly ~5(p, 4) stable 
if it is uniformly L(p, 4) stable and there exists a 8, > 0 such that for each 
cz > 0 there corresponds a T(E) > 0 having the property that ‘any solution 
x(t, w) fur which II x(tl , *) - xl(tl , *)[I, < 8, , for some tl > t, , satisfies 
11 x(t, *j - +(t, *)I/, < e for all t > t, + T(E). 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
As in the determined case, a solution to (1) possesses one of the above 
types of stability if and only if the trivial solution to the homogeneous equa- 
tion 
Lt = A@, w) x (2) 
possesses that type of stability. For this reason we need only investigate 
stability properties of the null solution of (2). Furthermore, we may speak 
of the differential equation (2) as having one or more of these types of stability. 
THEOREM. Let Y(t, w) be a fundamental matrix solution of (2) with Y(tO , W) 
equal to the identity matrix I. Let p > q > 1 and I = pq/(p - q) (r = co if 
p = q). Then Eq. (2) is: 
(a) L(p, q) stable if and only ;f there exists a positive constant K such that: 
II W ->II, < K for t b to 
(b) uniformly L(p, q) stable if and only if thme exists a positive constant K 
such that: 
II Y(t, -) Y-‘6, ->ll, < K for &<s<t<oo 
(c) asymptotically L(p, q) stable ifL(p, q) stable and 
II w *)ll, -+ 0 as t-+oO 
(d) un$&rmly asymptotically L(p, q) stable if and only if for every E > 0 
there exists a T(E) > 0 such that if t - s > T(E) then 
II Y(t, *) y-y4 *)llr < e. 
Remark. (a) implies that if (2) is L(p, q) stable, p > q, then the r-th 
moment of the fundamental solution Y(t, w) exists and is bounded uniformly 
in t. In particular if p = q it implies that Y(t, w) is essentially bounded with 
respect to w uniformly in t. Thus when p = q = 1 (mean1 stability) we have 
the essential boundedness mentioned in the introduction. 
Proof of Theorem. The “if” part of all four sections follow from Holder’s 
inequality in a manner similar to the proof in [5, p. 541 for determined systems. 
The “only if” parts are more difficult (and unexpected). They will be proved 
by contradiction. 
Proof of (a). Consider first the case where p > q. If (2) is L(p, q) stable 
then for any E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that I/ Y(t, *) y,,(.)ll, < E for any 
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ya satisfying 11 ya(*)l], < 6. Suppose (a) is not true. Then we can find sequences 
(&}, (MJ such that [I Y,(*)\lr > n where Y,(w) is defined as: 
Y,(w) = g$’ WI 
if I w2 I w>l < J&t, 
otherwise. 
(We have defined Y,(o) as the truncated Y&J to ensure its moments exist 
as needed.) Now from the definition of the matrix norm j * 1 we can define 
yin(w), as follows: 
Y%(W) = 
1 Y,(w)p--Q)‘U x,(w) * 
II I y~(~)l(T4)‘4 %(*>llP 
where we have chosen the vector x,(w) such that 
I &bJ)l = 1 and I Y(h , w) %@J)l = I y&t 7 w)l (4) 
for each o in B. Thus 11 ym(.)]jz, < 6 and hence I] Y(t, , *) yJ*)j& must be less 
that E for n = 1, 2,... or from the definition of y% we have: 
Thus by (4): 
II Y&a , *) I yn(*)l+-9)‘g l/q< $ II I yn(*)l+a)‘a ii,* 
Now raising both sides to the q-th power it folIows from the definition of the 
L, norm and (3) that: 
!,I Y,(w)/' d&J) 4 (-g (I, 1 Y&o)p-~)~'Q dP(w,),,p. 
l3.a (r - 4)Pk = r, so taking the r-th root of both sides we get: 
It then follows from simple algebraic manipulation that: 
II U*)ll, < $ * 
This contradicts the fact that I( Y,(*)[l, > 71. Thus we have proven part (a) 
for p > q. 
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Now suppose p = 4 (hence Y = co). If there does not exist a M such that 
II Y(t, -IL < M for all t > t, 
we can choose a sequence {tn> such that P(Y(& , *) > n} > 0. Define y,(w) as: 
y&o) = s * CA,(w) * xn(w) 
(PAJl’z’ 
where 2;, is defined as before (in [4]) and CA, is the characteristic function of 
Then 
A, = {w : 1 Y(t, , w)I > n}. 
but 
11 ‘@,%, -)%(*)It, = (pA;,li, (1 / ‘(h 9 w) CATdw)le dp(w))1’9, 
which is greater than 
(PA:)l@ 
- n - (PA,)l’e = n8. 
This gives a contradiction as n -+ OC), thus finishing the proof of part (a). 
Proof of (b). Ag ain let us first consider the case where p > q. If (b) is not 
true then there exists a sequence {tn , s, , M,) such that 
II y&z, -1 K3%z 9 .>I, > n (5) 
where Y,(t, , w) and Y,(s, , w) are the random variables Y(tn , w) and Y(s, , w) 
truncated at M, respectively. Now define the sequence {ym} as follows: 
where X,(W) is defined such that: 
and 
I %b>l = 1 
(7) 
I wn 2 w) v&a, w) %(W>l = I q42, w> y-y%&, w)I . 
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Then liy,(*)llP < 6 and hence 11 Y(t, *) Y-l(s, ~)y~(~)j& must be less than E 
for d > s (from the definition of uniform LCp, q) stability). This and the defini- 
tion of ym , (6), gives: 
Raising both sides to the q/r-th power and evaluating at t = t, , s = s, we 
obtain: 
Since p(r - q)/q = I this gives: 
II yrdt, , *> x3&2 , *)ll, G ($)“” II Y& , *I KY% , Nz” 
This contradicts (5) for n sufficiently large and thus completes the proof of 
part (b) for p > q. 
Now consider the case where p = q (r = co). If there does not exist a il4 
such that 
II w, *) Y-y& .)llcc G M for t,<s<t 
we can choose a sequence (tn , sn> such that P(I Y(t, , .) Y-l(slz , .)I 2 n) > 0. 
Let us define: 
where x, is defined in (7) and CA is the characteristic function of 
A, = (UJ : 1 Y(t, ) w) Y--1(& ) w)] g3 a$. 
Then II y%(*)&, < 6 and thus from the definition of uniform L(p, q) stability: 
II VP 9 y-Y& *)m(*)ll, -=z E (8) 
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for t > s. But: 
This contradicts (8) when n is sufficiently large and thus completes the proof 
of (c). 
Proof of (d). Suppose (2) is uniformly asymptotically L(p, p) stable but 
for some E > 0 no T(E) exists for which 
II w, *) y-ys, *)ll+. < E whenever t - s > T(E). 
Then we can choose a sequence {tn , s, , M,J such that (tn - s,J > n and 
II y&a, *> KS, *II, > % (9) 
where again for each tn , Y,(t, , w) is the random variable Y(t, , w) truncated 
at Mn , Now since (2) is uniformly asymptotically L(p, 4) stable we know 
there is a 6, such that given any E’ > 0 there exists a T(E’) for which: 
II w> -1 Y-Ys, -1 Y(.II, -==z E’ tw 
whenever II y(*)jlp < S, and (t - s) > T(E’). Let us define a sequence y,(w) as 
follows: 
Y&J) = 
I y&I , w) Y,-l(s, , ,)fr-a)‘q x&J) 
II I y,ct, , *) Y;;‘(s, > *wT-q)‘g I& so 
(11) 
where xn(w) is defined as in (7). Then I/y,(*)&, < So and hence from (10) 
there exists a T such that: 
II Y(t, *) Y-l(s, *)m(*)ll, < ~6, 
From (11) it follows that: 
if (t - s) > T. 
II w, *) y-k *> I y&I, *) Y&z , $r-n)‘a /I* 
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Raising both sides to the q/r-th power and evaluating at t = t, y s = s, for 
someM> Tweget: 
and since p(r - q)/q = r this gives: 
or 
This contradicts (9) proving (d) for p > q. 
For p = q (r = co) suppose there exists a E > 0 such that no T(r) exists 
for which jj Y(t, a) Y-‘(s, -)jL, < E whenever t - s > T(E). Then we can 
choose a sequence (tn , s,J such that tn - s, > n and 
Jyl Y&z , -1 y-%a , *)I >, 4 > 0. 
Now define: 
Y,(W) = % * Wb) * (;$j,, n 
where X, is again defined by (7) and CA, is the characteristic function of 
A, = (w : 1 Y(t, , cu) Y-‘(s, , w)l > + 
Then II ~~f*)ll, G &I and hence there exists a T such that: 
II m *I Y% *)Yfd’HJ < 4 
whenever t - s > T. But 
II wn 3 -1 y-Y%z 1 *)Y9d*N* 
r 
(P&~ (I i Y(t, , w) y-1(hz , 
w) CA,(w)l9 ~E’(w))~‘~ 
which is greater than 
(12) 
This contradicts (12) for n > T and thus finishes the proof. 
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